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ABOUT US

we incorporated two branches in
Jeddah and Riyadh to cover the needs
of our clients. We were able to acquire
a distinguished reputation, connected
to our extended experience and in line
with the latest methods and advanced
techniques

About Us
Our Firm was incorporated as an extension to a legal experience of
more than sixty years (Since 1954 A.D.), - with its proven drafting
quality and best practice - this experience constitutes the foundation
of our message and vision combined with the legal updates to protect
our clients, provide solutions, reach remedies for all facts and cases and
provide electronic means to serve our clients and carry out our works.
We chose Mecca as to be our head office. Then, we incorporated two
branches in Jeddah and Riyadh to cover the needs of our clients. We were
able to acquire a distinguished reputation, connected to our extended
experience and in line with the latest methods and advanced techniques.
We have cooperation relations and international partnerships with law
firms, advisory and financial bodies, to reach the effective solutions that
meet the needs of our clients.
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Our Vision
We look forward to become one of the best three law firms in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by 2030 to provide the highest
benefits and competitive advantages for all the stakeholders
and clients.

OUR VISION

to provide the highest benefits
and competitive advantages
for all the stakeholders and
clients.
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OUR MESSAGE

we look forward to achieving the best
revenues and benefits for our partners
using continuous governance. We support
the human capital and provide them with
the highest capabilities and advantages.

Our Message
We seek to provide the best legal services according to
international standards and protection indicators, through our
specialists in all legal fields. We use the state-of-the-art digital
system to carry out our work and directly contact our clients
to win their trust through consistent communication to build
sustainable relations based on a strong foundation of privacy
and integrity. Furthermore, we look forward to achieving the
best revenues and benefits for our partners using continuous
governance. We support the human capital and provide them
with the highest capabilities and advantages, and we strive to
serve the Saudi community at all times.
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Governance of Procedures

Integrity and Confidentiality

Clients First

OUR VALUES
Continuous Integrated Development

Creativity and Continuous Passion

Teamwork

Legal Practices
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LEGAL PRACTICES

elite of attorneys, consultants,
former judges, arbitrators,
notaries.

Legal Practices
We provide to our clients our integrated legal services through
elite of attorneys, consultants, former judges, arbitrators,
notaries and an administrative staff that facilitates the ways
of continuous support, communication and assistance. We care
about providing our services in the highest-quality professional
standards and in a subjective and procedural comprehensiveness,
which achieve the aimed purposes therefrom; to protect the
clients’ rights and to defend them.
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Commercial Litigation:

The Legal Department:
It is a pillar of the ministries and government agencies, and the
health channel for the validity of contractual relations, decisions
and actions required to achieve the objectives of the Kingdom’s
2030 Vision. To avoid mistakes that may affect the stability of
performance, we provide our clients with integrated legal
services, including legal consultations, preparation of
studies and briefs, drafting of contracts and templates,
represent them in meetings before judicial and
arbitral bodies and provide of all the requirements
of the legal department.

The Saudi Legislator took care of the commercial
judiciary, to enhance the investment environment.
He issued regulations that provide higher guarantee
for the litigants’ rights and introduced an integrated
digital system to facilitate the settlement of disputes. To
support the investors, we provide our clients with the necessary
legal advice and briefings to their most precise needs and bring
suits on their behalf before the courts, putting our expertise and our
best competencies in their service at the highest quality after studying
the subject of the dispute, examining the documents and establishing the
evidence, based on the principle of freedom of proof.
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Companies and Entrepreneurs:
To meet the objectives of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030 for the
development of the private sector, we provide our clients with all of our
legal expertise in establishing and converting companies, modifying
their contracts, choosing the appropriate legal form, reviewing
decisions, supervising their expansion, increasing capital and
protecting their intellectual and commercial rights. Further,
we provide them with legal advice, represent them in public
assemblies, before judicial bodies and arbitration, and
play the role of mediators and settle the disputes
that may occur between the partners.

Maritime Trade:

It represents the heart of the World
economy and the fundamental base of
international trade. The base of maritime
trade is the ocean-going-tankers, the contractual
relationships and the tort arising out of them.
Aware of the magnitude of this trade, we pay particular
attention to the provision of all legal services to the
problems arising from the contract of maritime carriage
and labor, the multimodal transport contract, contract of sale
and charter of the vessel, and take over maritime accident cases,
marine insurance and private and joint marine losses.
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Trade and Supply:

E-Commerce:
It witnesses rapid growth, leading to accelerated reluctance of
traditional trade, because of the speed of access to services,
development of payment methods and means of shipping. Our
company has been a pioneer in providing its integrated legal
services electronically and legal prevention of all stages of
electronic commerce and its activities, including: drafting
and examination of the terms of use and the privacy
policy, the mechanism and models of electronic
contracting, safety practices and signatures,
and the drafting and review of relations and
obligations documents.

It is the growing investment opportunities in
the Kingdom, due to the increasing consumption
rates, the expansion of the establishment of
economic projects and electronic shops, which has
increased the competition, our company is characterized
by activating the legal protection of all trade operations,
means of supply and logistic work mechanisms, in institutional
ways based on deep experience. We create for business
environment all contracts, agreements and briefs, find alternative
solutions, and represent our clients legally before the judicial authorities.
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Foreign Investment:
The investment plays an important role in the economic development,
because of the flow of foreign capital, the transfer of expertise, the
localization of technology, the development of business mechanisms
and the promotion of economic competition. In this sense, we
contribute to support this trend through our legal services,
including the obtaining of investment licenses, building the
model legal administration, educating investors about
the necessary Saudi laws, and permanent protection
of contracts and actions related to investors.

Bankruptcy:
The legal environment for projects in the
Kingdom - after the Bankruptcy Law - has become
encouraging for investment and improved for the
competitive position of the Kingdom. Accordingly, we
provide all the legal expertise related to the bankruptcy
procedures, to entities and companies in default,
commensurate with the size of their activities and commercial
and financial conditions, by taking protective settlements
measures, financial reorganization or liquidation. We have an active
role in preparing actions proposals to convince stakeholders.
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Insurance:

Finance:

The insurance sector in the Kingdom has become one of the
most growing sectors in the world to improve the regulatory
environment and to apply compulsory insurance. This has
resulted in many disputes due to the modernity of practice.
We support our customers with reliable legal solutions
for all insurance issues. We provide legal advice, draft
briefs, study contracts, documents, approve new
dispositions and represent our clients legally
before the committees which adjudicate
disputes and insurance violations.

Due to its role in raising the efficiency of
economic institutions and its impact on the
financial markets, finance received considerable
interest from the Saudi Legislator. We believe in
the role of the financing entities. Thus, we provide all
the legal services related to the financing practices and
procedures, and their predominant types in: real estate, leasing
and consumer finance. We work upon dealing with all problems,
adverse effects and erroneous acts to protect investments under
the rules and principles governing financing operations.
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Merger and Acquisition:
Mergers and Acquisitions contribute to the drive of economic
growth. The Saudi Legislator has put a number of controls and
has taken a number of measures to protect the commercial
companies from the consequences. We harness our
expertise and competencies to provide legal services for
the implementation of mergers and acquisitions and
to take practical action to complete such operations
within the established rules for the protection of
competition.

Banking Operations:
The banking operations have become of great
importance, with the modern economy in the
Kingdom, in support of national and international
trade and investment. In order to enforce the role
of banking companies and to protect them against
investment risks, we have radical and innovative solutions
for our clients to avoid legal risks of financing operations,
commercial contracts, consequences of issuance of securities
and commercial and bank credit, employing our experts to provide
sound legal services within the regulatory rules.
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Intellectual property:
Intellectual Property has contributed to raising the level of economic
development by encouraging national investments, attracting
and localizing foreign investment. Through our expertise and
specialization in supporting businesses, we are able to fulfill
all legal services related to the legal and practical aspects
of trademark protection, industrial property rights,
Copyright and patents. We are committed to the rules
in light of the application of the principles of legal
thought rights.

Communications and
Information Technology:
It is the main supporter of infrastructure
enhancement. Its importance is attributed to its
direct impact on the performance of various sectors. We
believe in the need to protect our clients’ business legally
in order to achieve sustainable development. We provide
them with all the appropriate legal services, including studying
existing packages, services and practices, addressing problems and
implementing smart and effective solutions to reduce The effects of
disputes on the company’s practices. Further, we represent them legally in
the committee and object to its decisions before the Office of Ombudsmen.

Contracting and Construction:
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This sector comes at the forefront of the sectors supporting the growth
of the economy, for its active contribution to achieving sustainable
development, and the implementation of development projects
to enhance the competitiveness of the Kingdom. In line with the
challenges facing the sector, we have committed ourselves before
our clients to activating all the legal protection capabilities for
the stages of construction implementation, handling the
business practices of the Competition and Procurement
Law, along with preparation and auditing of contracts,
the legal reorganization of projects in default, the
creation of solutions and friendly and judicial
Real Estate:
representation.
Is a key element in the field of investment
and a fixed asset of individuals, entities and
companies. Our company has become a pioneer
in the provision of legal services related to real estate
through legal representation in property expropriation
and reassessment cases, real estate disputes, liquidation
of real estate contributions, real estate funds, examination
and inspection of assets of Sukuk, branches tracking, drafting of
real estate development and investment and common investment
contracts.
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Arbitration and Mediation:

Taxes:
The Saudi Legislator has recently imposed regulations that
oblige entities, companies and businessmen to pay various taxes
according to activity. The financial and accounting obligations have
increased. The Zakat and Income Tax Authority may calculate
taxes or penalties that are erroneous on legal or accounting
basis. We have expertise in tax cases. Thus, we provide our
customers with the legal advice, prepare regulations and
statements of appeal in tax estimates, and represent
the clients legally before the committees which
adjudicate tax irregularities and disputes.

Arbitration and mediation are the best
methods for settling disputes for the
flexibility and speed of its procedures, which are
characterized by the confidentiality and privacy of the
settlement that achieves the objectives of companies
and businessmen and motivates investors to be present
in the Saudi Market. Our members practice arbitration as
certified arbitrators. We have great expertise in this field and
practice mediation between commercial parties. Further, we
exploit all professional ways to repair the parties’ relationship and
reach a satisfactory settlement that serves the interests of both parties.
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Healthcare:
It is one of the main pillars of the future vision of the Kingdom to
provide health care and treatment services to all sectors of society,
to involve the private sector in the health transition plan. As a
contribution to the vision, we provide legal protection to the entities
and establishments, by giving them the legal consultations and
the legal products, organizing the internal works according
to all requirements, representing them in committees,
judicial and governmental bodies, and providing legal
awareness and training of health practitioners,
legally.

Accommodation and Food:

The accommodation and food services
provided for pilgrims (in Umrah and Haj) are
considered of the most important energy supplies
for the performance of rituals. Companies and
establishments are keen to provide high quality services.
Government agencies have established many requirements
and procedures to regulate the service activity. We provide
our customers with integrated legal protection services and
verify performance of contractual liabilities with missions and
repair any default. Additionally, we claim and maintain financial rights,
and respond to the decisions of the government committees.
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Labor relations:
The Labor Law occupies a great place in the economies of countries.
It regulates the relationship between the employer and the workers
in companies and enterprises. In this sense, we support our clients
in all means that would maintain the stability and sustainability
of this relationship, including the formulation of contracts and
internal regulations in accordance with the nature and field
of the establishment. Further, we provide legal advice
and administrative investigations with employees,
along with legal representation before labor courts
and conciliation bodies.

Administrative Litigation:

The pillars of the administrative judiciary
have been consolidated, to be an observer
of the legitimacy of the executive authority’s
actions. In order to ensure the application of the
rule of law, the Saudi Legislator has recently sparkled
in its legal system by providing the majority of litigation
services electronically. In line with this development, we
provide our clients with judicial representation services
along with preparation of legal notices for all cases filed for
cancellation of administrative decisions, compensation claims,
taking procedures for administrative and disciplinary contract
disputes, and claims of financial rights prescribed for state employees.
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Execution of judgments:

It is considered the last stop for obtaining rights. The Saudi Legislator
has been interested in this stage, and allocated a separate court for
governance of execution procedures. Because of the importance of
this stage, we have provided some members of our company with
the knowledge and know-how to execute the judicial, arbitral and
foreign judgments, along with commercial papers and other
executive deeds. We defend our clients in the executive
disputes, execute the administrative provisions, and
initiate cases before the enforcement departments
in the Office of the Ombudsman, and claim
compensation

Legacies:

The Legislator detailed the division of
inheritances because of its importance. The
Minister of Justice has recently issued a list for the
distribution of the joint funds to govern the procedures
for the division of the estate. Therefore, we take care of
inheritance issues because of our accumulated experience,
which contributed to the division and liquidation of a number
of huge legacies. We do all the needful for the completion and
acceleration of the division of real estate assets and cash money in
banks and traded stocks or shares in companies. We are also concerned
with the consensual division and disassociation intended for noble purposes.

Features of Nassr platform
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Advantages of Nasr Platform

Keeping up with the current era and in implementation of the Kingdom’s vision of
2030, which aims to digitalize all the sectors and in response to the future’s aspirations,
we have devoted our energies for more than two years to take the lead of digital
transformation internationally and to put an end to the traditional advocacy profession
through inaugurating “Nasr” platform for Electronic Advocacy, which provides all the
legal services electronically through the website or any of the interactive smartphones
applications; aiming to save time, make it easier to our clients and to satisfy their
needs. We have created a smart protective future characterized by the following:

Download it now

NASSR APP FEATURES
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The platform and applications
support two languages: Arabic
/ English.
Easy registration with brief data (1.
Name 2. Email 3. Cellphone Number
4. Password and its Confirmation).

Two-step entry to maintain the
security and confidentiality of the
data (Cellphone and Password /
Addition of the Verification Code).
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Easy request of the legal services and attachment
of documents; in addition to, allowing voice
recording to illustrate the subject matter.

Direct contact with the attorney handling the
service through the track “Conversation”.
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Ability to agree on the service value, conclude
the contract and pay the attorney’s fees
through all the digital payment means.
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Providing a descending chronological counter to
know the time limit for executing all the legal services
and making tables for similar tasks.
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Knowing the expected result of the legal service
subject before concluding the contract through
the track of the Preliminary Study.

Sending text notifications of the developments in the execution
of the service starting from accepting the service request and
ending with the attorney’s execution of the service.
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Full perusal and ability to amend the
service data; in addition to, the ability
to add, exchange and download the
documents in (PDF) format.
Making detailed report on all the
services’ results and attaching all the
documents related thereto.
Automated archiving of all the
services, reports, conversations
and financial vouchers.

Sustainability Charter
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Charter of Relationship Sustainability
From the roots of experience to the space of development, we put
between your hands the “Charter of Relationship Sustainability” in order
to maintain distinguished and persistent connection with our clients and
on a solid basis of mutual trust and value; as our Charter expresses the
governance of our leading and professional services, which satisfy our
clients’ aspirations, are appropriate to the volume of their works and agree
with their works costs developments; so as to achieve a unique level that
exceeds their expectations during the contractual term and even after the
end of providing the services, and this is through four main pillars:

Mutual Value

as we hope to have your company
as an added value to our clients,
we guarantee that we will be a
permanent valuable addition to you
for the distinguished experience,
constant communication quality
and extreme innovative capabilities
we provide which will satisfy your
aspirations and needs.

Flexible Packages

to achieve the highest level of satisfaction and the most
valuable benefits for our esteemed clients, we provide to
them our services in the form of different packages with
different costs according to the required and expected
volume of works; so that the client will be able to choose
what suits him in a flexible and balanced manner. We allow
our clients to convert to another package as a result of the
change in the conditions of their works, whether such works
increase or decrease. We also facilitate to them the ability
to cancel the package with satisfying balance and to only
request the individual services according to their needs.
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Performance Evaluation

being unique in guaranteeing the quality
of our legal services, our clients may –
exclusively – follow up their works instantly
through the performance, notifications
and reports indicators as well as other
innovative advantages on their page on
.“Nasr” platform for Electronic Advocacy

Integration & Protection

our Firm is distinguished in providing integrated
legal services starting form drafting companies’
articles of incorporation and following up their legal
responsibilities till participating in achieving their goals
and profits. Our Firm provides legal protection services
through activating the accurate protection practices
.to avoid legal problems before they occur

